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Abstract - With the phenomenal growth in consumer durables
industry, and more than ever before change and dynamism in
the variety of design needs within the constraints of very
limited time and investment, the urgent need of design
automation is being recognized all over the world. To be able
to capture the market through proactive launching of
customer desirable products, the whole development cycle
needs to be shrunk without any compromise of product
features. This work suggests a fuzzy logic and ANN based
noble design suggestion system which would assist the
designers with a range of 3D design suggestions to choose from
and take forward based on variable inputs from the market.
This would facilitate faster designs through automation,
reducing the overall design cycle time. The inputs for the
design suggestions are based on anthropometry study and
emotional behavior. Fuzzy logic is an efficient tool to choose
the impact factor of a suggestion from a particular
methodology based on the associated membership function and
ANN has good learning capability and combination of both
forms an efficient system for design suggestion.
Keywords:Design Automation, Development cycle time.

optimization or cutting the cost of engineering activities.
Almost all of these methods are specific solutions which
might be locally powerful and helpful for specific products
and processes. Design automation, could serve as a very
powerful and efficient tool to dramatically cut costs.
Although electronic design automation is now very user
friendly [5] and result oriented, only a very little progress
has been done in the area of form design. The field of form
design automation is very old, as old as 1980s, but most of
industries even now depend largely upon manual designs
only.
After interviewing some of the members of industrial
design teams at a few companies, it was understood that
most designers in area of form design still feel that form
design automation might not be a possible & practical
solution capable of solving their problems of long lead time
that goes in manual designs. Some designers however
showed their keen interest and helped to explore the
segments of the form design process that can be automated
and thus save lots and lots of time. The proposed
automation in form design could cater to the worlds faster
changing design requirements and thus reduce pressure on
the industrial designers for faster and frugal designs.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few decades, there has been a tremendous
increase in the production capabilities of manufacturing
industries through the process of automation [1]. This
automation and productivity enhancement can be easily
seen in almost all the sectors except a few like construction
industry [2] & design where the automation practices have
not so vastly impacted the production efficiencies. There
has been for example, monumental automaton in shoe
industry over the past few decades [3]. The capability of
manufacturing industries have increased however, there are
also more than ever frequent changes in product designs in
the market. Newer and customer friendly products are
flooding the market and the number of competitors has also
increased considerably. To secure market share, the
manufacturer would like to launch his product ahead of its
competitors. The advances in almost all the technologies all
over has made products very complex than they were ever
before, which requires specialist expertise and potentially
time-consuming product development cycles.

The idea of form design automation was very well
received by the capitalists who showed the hopes of
capturing the market by becoming the early product
introducers to the market and also as a cost innovation tool
which is very much indispensible to grow and even to
sustain in today’s scenario of tough competition with so
many market players coming in.
II. AN INTELLIGENT AUTOMATION APPROACH
FOR DESIGN AUTOMATION
The proposed form suggestion system proposes to
convert the information obtained from the customers in raw
form and the result is generation of 18 3D forms which the
designer can choose from and take towards finalizing the
design aligned as per user stated and unstated needs. This is
accomplished though use of fuzzy FIS editor and ANN as
classification platform and CATIA as the design platform.

The profit margins are narrowing in almost all sectors
and will continue to become even lesser. Even the products
where margins are better, cost cutting is mandatory due to
competition and global outsourcing [4]. A lot of effort has
been done for cost cutting through process time
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suggested based on age and also on basis of sex. We need a
classification or algorithm as a decision making process in
this complexity.

A. Understanding the user needs
The first step in providing the user appealing product
form is to understand the requirements of the user. In many
cases the information available for product design would
not be sufficient to decide upon all the details of the design
and one has to use various studies and analysis to come to
the conclusion. There are many ways of understanding the
customer needs including the questionnaire, market study,
observation and home visits etc. It is clear that the inputs
and likings from these sources would be highly variegated
and would need systematic analysis. In our research work
we confined the design automation work to the automatic
design of water bottle based on some rough inputs from the
customer.

D. The Fuzzy Approach
It’s said that a thorn removes a thorn. Fuzzy Logic is a
simple robust technique developed to allow formal
management of uncertainty and imprecision [7]. It allows
effective decision making in the presence of uncertainty.
As there are so many factors affecting the dimensions
and the colour of the product simultaneously, it is important
to chose which factor should be the predominating factor
affecting the decision and to what degree. The nature of this
dependence is non linear and the different fuzzy
membership functions are very suitable to deal with the
uncertainty.

B. Anthropometric Study
Anthropometric measurements are a great help to
understand the optimal dimensions of a product according
to the user group for the best and most comfortable user
experience. The sizes or dimensions of hand are important
in any consideration of hand function [6]. Handles of tools
or objects to be handled by hand must be suitably sized.
Information on the range of variation in the sizes and
dimensions comprises a very important knowledge of
human body represented by anthropometric data. Our
subject of designing of a user appealing bottle design has a
very important requirement of knowing the most suitable
dimensions like the bottle length and diameters and
consequently the volume also.
In our work, we have classified the hand anthropometric
data as per the user age and sex. This gives us a good idea
of what the most suitable object dimensions would be.

E. CATIA as the Design Platform
CATIA offers a solution to model complex and intelligent
products through the systems engineering approach [8]. It
covers the requirements definition, the systems architecture,
the behavior modeling and the virtual product. CATIA in
the present scope of work has good capability of mapping
data in excel format to 3D point locations on the screen.
These points facilitate the dimensions of the various
proposed output forms. The designs forms thus generated in
CATIA are suitable for modelling and finally to be fed to
the manufacturing unit. CATIA also facilitates engineering
evaluation of designed products which is a later scope of
extension of present work.
III. AN ILLUSTRATION OF PROPOSED APPROACH
The work for our chosen design automation for a user
appealing water bottle began with understanding of the user
needs. This was one of the most important considerations as
this would guide the whole decision making process. The
inputs from the market are generally not clear and we had to
classify into our broader classification based on age, sex and
purpose. We have divided our object into a series of heights
(H1, H2, H3....H7) and (D1, D2, D3....D8) diameters. The
proposed output would be a series of designer usable 3D
forms which the designer can take forward and further
refine to the final design.

C. Uncertainty in parameter suggestion
There are many other factors which very significantly
contribute to the design making process which includes not
only the dimensions but also factors like colour, texture,
looks etc. These factors also vary as per the age group, sex
and other usage consideration. Different methodologies
have been used to understand the suggestions from these
contributing factors and it is observed that each dimension/
colour suggestion could be differently suggested by the
various related methodologies. Colour for example may be

.
Fig.1Bottle classified with series of heights & diameters
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The said series of designer usable 3D form designs in
CATIA would be the outputs which would be most suitable
for the users and have been decided with the help of Fuzzy
Inference System based on the inputs which are just a set of
age, sex and usage type of the user. For example, the
problem statement could be “to design a picnic water bottle
for a girl of class 3”. This simple statement has got all the
information that we need in this study to suggest around 18
3D bottle designs suitable as per user needs. One or more of
these 18 designs could be selected by the designer (or the
user in case of user availability) and taken forward to be
refined to the final design. Fig 2 shows the proposed
automation system blocks.

To understand the requirements at each stage to get the
desired 18 design forms, a reverse engineering approach is
helpful. Any 3D form in CATIA would be a number of
points with their space coordinates and also some data
representing detail of colour etc. To be able to obtain the
said 18 design forms in CATIA, we would be in need of all
these points and colours per design of bottle. If we are able
to have these points and colour details we could use
algorithms to join them to have the desired form. Now how
to get these points fixed. As per age, sex and purpose of
use, there would be changes in the size (Height and
Diameters) and also change in colour preferences.

Fig.2 The proposed design automation process
The major details on dimensions front are achieved
through data resources on anthropometry and survey on
Anthropometric dimensions of hand for ages from 1 to 50
years. As the hand and arm dimensions are different as per
age so the suggested height of bottle would also change as
per age.

Similarly the diameters would also vary as per age Fig 3
below shows the various dimensions measured in hand and
how hand dimensions would affect the dimensions of
objects for a comfortable handling posture.

Fig.3 Anthropometric studies of hand dimensions.
objective effect on their emotional life as well as benefiting
physical health and mental well-being.

The anthropometric dimensions of males however would
generally be different than females for the same age also.
Females would normally have less broad hand dimensions
than males.

Strong, bright colors have the effect of shocking the
baby’s inner vibrations, which can make the baby unsettled
and restless. Comfort colours for very young children are
pinks, peaches, pale almond beiges and lavenders as these
equate to love and security [9]

Colour preference similarly has a dependence on age and
also sex. There is a cycle of changing colours that affects
our mind and body through the different stages of life.
These are reflected in our changing colour preferences.
Children have colour likes and dislikes according to
individual character and stage of development [9].

Teenagers however like to go more for black and black
like shades. They are generally affected by identity crisis.

Over a hundred years ago the pioneering educationalist
Rudolph Steiner believed that people were surrounded by
particular colours that had a spiritual influence and
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Becoming old can bring about a sense of loneliness and
fear so decorating with the elderly in mind needs to address
warmth, security and harmony. Variety in the colours in the
immediate environment can boost interest in the world and
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keep cognitive function alive. Older people can be drawn to
soft pastels but they may not have the vitality of hue needed
to stimulate the mind and mood. Eyesight problems can also
impair how the colour is seen and what is seen [9]

Also it varies with sex. Now for very smaller age group
different colors (with in favorable category for that age)
would not be impacted by sex as children irrespective of
male/ female would have a similar color preference.
However, for teenagers, the impact of sex on the color
decision would be tremendous. So the membership function
of color with respect to age would be like the one shown in
Fig 4 below (the Gaussian MF)

Softer shades of reds and oranges are warming and can
help with circulation and energy levels. Peaches, apricots,
warm tans, and pinks can also be used for this purpose.
The problem faced in the decision making process is that
in this case, where the different factors are impacting the
decision of a particular output. Color or dimensions, which
factor will impact the decision & to what degree Taking one
example to understand this complexity. Color suggestion as
discussed above varies with age.

Fuzzy logic helps to resolve this state of uncertainty.
Which factor in decision making with influence the output
to what extent would be based upon that input and the
membership function of that input in the decision making
process. For example color decision with age has a
Gaussian type membership function. Similarly, we have
defined membership functions for other influencing as well.

Fig.4 Fuzzy Membership functions enabling to deal with the uncertainity.
The output of the decision of influencing factors for color &
dimensions through FIS is converted into point cloud data.

The outputs of FIS are then mapped to final values through
rationalization process.

Fig.5 Anthropometric studies of hand dimensions.
The finalized point cloud data serves as the required
coordinates of points in 3D which would be able to produce
3D forms on CATIA screen. Since in place of specific
points as suggestion, we would generally be suggested with
ranges, the algorithm taking different permutations of points
within this range would be producing the required 18 3D
forms as desired. The designer can now choose any one or
more of these design forms and adjust it to make the final
desired output form.

IV. CONCLUSION
Design suggestion through the said process of
automation can significantly assist the designer and can
save lot of stress on designer in addition to design cycle
time reduction and thus capturing the market through early
introduction. Preliminary study of process validation has
been done with the help of bottle design and we hope to
refine it through further work and bring it to a practicable
level which the designers and capitalists would adore and
would be largely benefited. Fuzzy logic based FIS with its
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powerful discriminating capability in uncertainty supports
the decision making process for suggestion of dimensions
and colours. CATIA has variegated capabilities which make
it a suitable platform for design automation. Along with
adorable foam design capabilities it also has its strength in
evaluating engineering parameters which could be
instrumental in further usability of this work.
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